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Ongoing TEKS reinforced each six weeks 

4th Six Weeks – New TEKS introduced 

Reading 

(8.11)  Comprehension of Informational Text/Persuasive Text. Students analyze, make inferences and draw conclusions about persuasive text and provide 

evidence from text to support their analysis. Students are expected to: 

**(A)  compare and 

contrast persuasive texts 

that reached different 

conclusions about the 

same issue and explain 

how the authors reached 

their conclusions through 

analyzing the evidence 

each presents; and 

(Supporting) 

 

College Readiness 

Standard (CRS): (Reading 

A.5) Analyze the 

presentation of 

information and the 

strength and quality of 

evidence used by the 

author, and judge the 

coherence and logic of the 

presentation and the 

How can students draw 

complex conclusions 

based upon their 

findings within 

informational or 

persuasive text and 

support their findings 

with text evidence? 

 

-Establish purpose for 

reading & listening 

- Ask questions about 

text- literal, 

interpretative, 

evaluative, universal 

-Summarizing & 

synthesizing 

-Connection to text, 

self, and world 

- Make inferences using 

textual evidence 

*(A) In comparing two articles on 

this topic, what evidence 

presented by the two authors 

resulted in two different 

conclusions? 

*How did the two authors reach 

different conclusions on this 

issue? 

*How did the authors use 

evidence to reach different 

conclusion? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 analyze using text 

evidence 

 compare and 

contrast 

 drawing 

conclusions 

 inference 

 establish 

 connect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Group 

collaboration 

See Inside NG pages 

TX43-TX51 for 

descriptions of 

strategies provided 

B/I -Reading 

Strategy Support 

All- 
-Written Language 

Support  

-Socratic Seminar 

-Look at Magazine 

and Newspaper 

articles and discuss 

 

 Essays – Persuasive  

Holt Units 6 and 9 

 Lesson idea: 

http://www.lessonp

lanspage.com/LAP

ersuasiveWritingInt

roductoryUnit58.ht

m.  

 United Streaming 

 Safari Montage 

 Inside NG pgs 

A) 539, 559, 560, 

562, 564, 566, 626 

B) T550, 570, 572, 

590, 626 

 

file:///F:/PAP_8/ELA_7_ongoingTEKS.doc
http://www.lessonplanspage.com/LAPersuasiveWritingIntroductoryUnit58.htm
http://www.lessonplanspage.com/LAPersuasiveWritingIntroductoryUnit58.htm
http://www.lessonplanspage.com/LAPersuasiveWritingIntroductoryUnit58.htm
http://www.lessonplanspage.com/LAPersuasiveWritingIntroductoryUnit58.htm
http://www.lessonplanspage.com/LAPersuasiveWritingIntroductoryUnit58.htm
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credibility of an argument.  

(5.b) Draw conclusions 

based on the sufficiency 

and strength of evidence 

used in research papers. 

(5.c) Identify shifts in 

argument or point of view 

and how they affect 

meaning. (Reading A.9) 

Identify and analyze the 

audience, purpose, and 

message of an 

informational or 

persuasive text.  (9.c) 

Identify shifts in argument 

or point of view and how 

they affect meaning. 

(Reading A.11) Identify, 

analyze, and evaluate 

similarities and differences 

in how multiple texts 

present information, argue 

a position, or relate a 

theme. (11.c) Analyze 

how authors present 

opposing viewpoints on 

-Summarize, 

paraphrase, and 

synthesize texts 

-Author’s purpose & 

viewpoint 

-Perceived audience 

and tone 

-Stated claim 

-Parallelism 

-Cause & effect 

-Authority  

-Relevance 

-Quality & credibility 

of evidence 

-Commonly held 

opinions 

-Appeals to pity 

-Hasty generalizations 

-Loaded terms 

-Caricatures 

-Leading questions 

-Incorrect premises 

-False assumptions 

-Ad Hominem attacks 

-Stereotyping 

-Categorical claims 
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the same issue. 

 

**(B)  analyze the use of 

such rhetorical and logical 

fallacies as loaded terms, 

caricatures, leading 

questions, false 

assumptions, and incorrect 

premises in persuasive 

texts. 

 

(CRS): (Reading A.9) 

Identify and analyze the 

audience, purpose, and 

message of an 

informational or 

persuasive text. (9.b) 

Explain how the author’s 

use of rhetorical devices 

influences the reader, 

evokes emotions, and 

creates meaning. 

 

ELPS: 

1C- Use techniques to 

learn new vocabulary 

 

 

*(B) What premise does the 

author of this article make to 

support his/her argument? 

*How does the author of this 

advertisement use a caricature to 

persuade the reader? 

*What assumption does the 

author of this editorial make 

about the reader? 

*What incorrect reasoning does 

the author of __use to try to 

convince the reader of his/her 

position? 

 

 

 

 

 assumptions 

 caricatures 

 fallacies 

 premise 

 rhetorical 

 persuade 
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4K- Show comprehension 

through analytical skills  

1H- Expand repertoire of 

learning strategies to 

acquire language 

4J- Show comprehension 

through inferential skills 

 

Writing 

(8.18)  Writing/Persuasive Texts. Students write persuasive texts to influence the attitudes or actions of a specific audience on specific issues. Students are 

expected to write a persuasive essay to the appropriate audience that: 

**(A)  establishes a clear 

thesis or position; 

(CRS): (Writing A.4) 

Recognize the importance 

of revision as the key to 

effective writing.  Each 

draft should refine key 

ideas and organize them 

more logically and fluidly, 

us language more 

precisely and effectively, 

and draw the reader to the 

author’s purpose. (4.d) 

Strengthen thesis 

How can students 

accurately compose 

persuasive text, respond 

to views, logically 

organize, and support 

author’s viewpoint? 

 

-Use writing process 

-Teacher/Student 

conference 

-Provide mini lessons 

as needed 

 

Rubric based on SE’s Prewriting 

-consideration of 

audience 

-determination of 

purpose 

-generation of ideas 

-organization of ideas 

Drafting 

Revision of Multiple 

Drafts 

-content 

-organization 

-precise diction 

Editing 

-mechanics, usage 

 Create a persuasive  

speech and present 

See Inside NG pages 

TX43-TX51 for 

descriptions of 

strategies provided 

B/I -Reading 

Strategy Support 

All- 

-Written Language 

Support  

-Socratic Seminar 

-Look at Magazine 

and Newspaper 

articles and discuss 

 AVID – ELA Write 

Path Teacher Guide 

 Holt Unit 9 Writing 

Workshop p.1038, 

1047 

 Empowering 

Writers: 

www.empowering

writers.com  

 Lesson ideas: 

http://www.webeng

lishteacher.com/arg

ument.html.  

 Rubrics: 

http://www.teach-

http://www.empoweringwriters.com/
http://www.empoweringwriters.com/
http://www.webenglishteacher.com/argument.html
http://www.webenglishteacher.com/argument.html
http://www.webenglishteacher.com/argument.html
http://www.teach-nology.com/web_tools/rubrics/persuade/
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statements, supported by 

relevant evidence and 

examples, cogent 

reasoning, anecdotes, and 

illustrations.  

 

**(B)  considers and 

responds to the views of 

others and anticipates and 

answers reader concerns 

and counter-arguments; 

and 

 

(CRS): (Writing A.3) 

Evaluate relevance, 

quality, sufficiency, and 

depth of preliminary ideas 

and information, organize 

material generated, and 

formulate a thesis. (3.c) 

Demonstrate familiarity 

with different perspectives 

on a topic in addition to 

the writer’s. Marshal 

evidence to accomplish 

-sentence structure 

Structural Elements 

-introduction, Thesis 

 anticipate 

 

-Comic book creation 

 

nology.com/web_to

ols/rubrics/persuad

e/.  

 Student samples: 

http://www.thewrit

esource.com/studen

tmodels/#ws_2000 

 Safari Montage 

 Inside NG pgs 

A) 77, 241, 374W 

B) 77, 241, 374W 

C) 77, 241, 374W 

D) 131, 164W, 250W 

 

http://www.thewritesource.com/studentmodels/#ws_2000
http://www.thewritesource.com/studentmodels/#ws_2000
http://www.thewritesource.com/studentmodels/#ws_2000
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the writer’s purpose the 

specified audience. 

 

(C)  includes evidence that 

is logically organized to 

support the author's 

viewpoint and that 

differentiates between fact 

and opinion. 

 

(CRS): (Writing A.2) 

Generate ideas and gather 

information relevant to the 

topic and purpose, keeping 

careful records of outside 

sources. (2.b) Evaluate the 

reliability of possible 

sources and prepare an 

annotated bibliography.  

 

ELPS: 

5F- Write using variety of 

sentence structure and 

words 

5G- Narrate, describe, 

and explain in writing 
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1H- Expand repertoire of 

learning strategies to 

acquire language 

 

 


